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on the German occupiers, the following chapter will investigate how their relationship with the local population, as well as with their AustroHungarian allies, developed. It will fi rst outline how, despite their limited infl uence, several Romanian opposition politicians tried to use their cooperation with the occupier to achieve their own political aims. Second, it will examine relations between the occupier and the occupied civilian population-relations which were largely determined by economic considerations. The third part of the chapter will explore the rivalries that existed between the occupying powers.
The occupiers saw their relatively successful cooperation with the local Romanian population as a means of ensuring the effi cient economic exploitation of the country which had stayed out of the war until 1916. However, severe measures such as requisitions and forced labor were also part of daily life for the civilian population in the occupied Romanian territories. As in other occupied regions, such as Poland or Lithuania, the initial friendly reception which the German occupiers received rapidly disappeared in the face of the realities of the occupation, as escalating hardship and the impending defeat of the Central Powers during 1918 led to an increase in insubordination by the civilian population.
Before discussing the occupation in detail, it is necessary to provide a short summary of the main administrative features of the occupied territory, due to the complex structure of the occupation regime in Romania. The whole occupation administration was under the control of the Oberkommando Mackensen (OKM), the supreme command of the occupying Central Power troops in Romania, and was divided into fi ve different administrative subdivisions, which had responsibility for managing the occupation in different parts of the country: the territory of the Military Administration comprising of most of Walachia, the Etappengebiet of the IX. Army in the North-East, the Etappenverwaltung in Dobruja, and the operational areas of the IX. Army and the III. Bulgarian Army along the front in Moldova and Dobruja respectively. Southern Dobruja was intended for annexation by Bulgaria and was therefore administered separately from the rest of the occupied territory. In this chapter, I will focus on the territory of the Military Administration, although I will also include some references to the Etappengebiet of the IX. Army, where in general living conditions for the Romanian population were much harder.
The Military Administration subdivision was by far the largest entity: the area it controlled represented around half of Romanian state terri-
